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About 2,700 years ago, mounted Scythian warriors raced across the steppe zone of ancient Central Eurasia, southeast to the Yellow River and the region that became Chao in North China, southwest into Central Asia and Media, and west to the Danube and Central Europe. They created the world’s first huge empire. Though their feat was largely duplicated by the Hun Empire of Late Antiquity, the Türk Empire of the Early Middle Ages, and the Mongol Empire of the Central Middle Ages, the Scythians did it first.

But did their empire last long enough to effect any changes? Did the Scythians contribute anything to world civilization beyond “better bows and arrows” and some rather spectacular gold sculptures? What about their language, religious ideas, socio-political system, and so on? Some speak as if there really was no actual historical Scythian nation at all. They speak only of savage tribes randomly attacking peaceful neighbors such as the Chinese and Romans, who are presented as “higher”, civilized people forced to conquer the evil, predatory barbarians and take their land.

That is not an imaginary construct. It is the current dominant view in history writing on Central Eurasia, including on the Scythians. We

1. See Endnote 4.
2. Following convention, the spelling Türk is used for the early people who founded early medieval empires based in what is now Mongolia, and in particular for their ruling clan the Aršilaš ‘Arya Kings’ (Beckwith 2016b, q.v. Endnote 95). The generic spelling with ū is used only in anglicized forms or for later Turkic peoples, Turkish, the Turkic languages, etc.
have long been told that we cannot expect anything good from barbarians, who are traditionally defined as being barely human, worthless from the beginning.\textsuperscript{3} Herodotus, the ancient Greek ‘father of history’, is often quoted for negative views on the Scythians. He says of Scythian rule in Media, ‘the whole land was ruined because of their violence and their pride, for, besides exacting from each the tribute which was assessed, they rode about the land carrying off everyone’s possessions.’\textsuperscript{4} Yet he also gives other, very different accounts of them, some quite positive. In fact, he sometimes purposely presents several views or reports on the same subject, such as his versions of the Scythian national foundation myth. However, in other cases he contradicts and even argues with ‘himself’ on the Scythians and many other topics. That does not show that he was insane (as has actually been suggested), but that his text has been altered by later caretakers of his book, the \textit{Histories}, who argue back and forth with each other in it about different points. Most modern scholars treat the surviving Classical text as if it was essentially perfect (other than a few minor textual errors), despite being transmitted to us by scribes for most of the last two and a half millennia, so scholars are free to pick and choose between the many contradictory passages written by ‘Herodotus’.\textsuperscript{5} Not surprisingly, they have mostly preferred to follow this ‘Herodotus’, who says bad things about the Scythians, instead of the other ‘Herodotus’ who says mainly good or at least neutral things about the Scythians.\textsuperscript{6} Unfortunately, we do not know for certain which passages the historical person Herodotus wrote. Nevertheless, the pernicious modern view of the Scythians as evil barbarians is not only wrong, it is so tenacious that it has supported the

\textsuperscript{3} On the continued use of the pejorative term \textit{barbarian} and the ideas connected to it, see Beckwith (2009: 320–362).

\textsuperscript{4} Herodotus (i 106,1), from Perseus, tr. Godley. Diakonoff (1985: 108) follows this: ‘The Scythians seem to have merely plundered the countries conquered by them and levied contributions, being incapable of creating a firm state order of their own.’ 

\textsuperscript{5} The text of Herodotus contains many clearly unintended contradictions and other known errors; it is hardly perfect. Such textual problems reflect the existence of non-authorial changes. See also Endnote 5.

\textsuperscript{6} See Endnote 5.
continued misreading of Herodotus and it has prevented recognition of the Scythians’ remarkably positive impact on the development of culture in much of Eurasia in Antiquity.

In fact, the Scythian Empire is one of the least known but most influential realms in all of world history. We actually have more data on it now than in the past when most educated people knew more or less who the Scythians were, but today, other than archaeologists, very few scholars work on Scythians, and no one speaks about a “Scythian Empire”. Yet as shown in this book, the Scythians, alone, created an unprecedented, stable, loose-reined government structure, “the Empire”, best known from its Middle East satrapy, which ruled for several centuries, mostly rather peacefully, until the conquest of Alexander the Great, who continued that same government structure.

A few earlier studies have already proposed that the Scythians had a revolutionary impact on the Ancient Near East. But how, exactly, did they have such an effect on an already long civilized world region, with great peoples such as the Egyptians and Babylonians and significant innovations of their own? If the Scythians were so great, why do old maps nevertheless not mark the vast steppe zone from the Yellow River to the Danube, ‘Here there be Scythians’? What happened to the Scythians?

And those who are interested in East Asia might ask, did they have a similar revolutionary impact on the ancient Chinese?

This book answers these questions, as well as a surprising number of unasked ones that came to light while working on the original ones, including questions about the Scythian language and Scythian philosophy.

The Scythian language is minimally attested—under that name—from the early Scythian Empire migration period down to late Antiquity, when the regional dialects finally became distinct “Middle Iranic” daughter languages and developed written forms. Nevertheless, we do have some data. Significantly for history, the geographical distribution of the Scythian language, as attested in inscriptions, literary texts, loan-words, and the daughter languages, constitutes invaluable “linguistic archaeological” material that reveals many things about its long-gone

---

speakers, including where, when, and how they spoke it, and in some cases, what they thought.

Studying the earliest known teachers of philosophy, who were all Scythian emigrants living outside Scythia, unexpectedly reveals the specific philosophical ideas that produced the Age of Philosophy, the hallmark of the Classical Age.

The Scythians turn out to be more fascinating, creative, and important than anyone, including this writer, ever suspected. They were unlike any other culture of Antiquity when they started out, but by the time they were done they had changed the world to be like them in many respects. It is time to rewrite the histories and revise the old maps.

The descriptions of the culture and accomplishments of the Scythians and their offspring in this book are based mostly on hard data—ancient historical records, various kinds of language material, and visual evidence, mainly sculptural—that has survived from Antiquity. It reconsiders the key participants and events in the traditional view of ancient history. That view has largely reversed the attested directionality of the chief innovations of the Classical Age so as to attribute them to the age-old riverine agricultural civilizations of the periphery. Reexamination of the innovations shows that they came, rather, from Central Eurasia, thanks to the Scythians.

The Prologue surveys some of these major cultural changes that took place at the end of the Archaic period and beginning of the Classical period. They are attested in different kinds of data studied by scholars of art and archaeology, history, languages and linguistics, and other fields.

Subsequent chapters discuss the historical circumstances surrounding the spread of particular Scythian cultural elements both in Central Eurasia and, especially, in peripheral regions that were for a time parts of the Scythian Empire. The best attested such region became the Scytho-Mede Empire, which was expanded by Cyrus the Great and his son Cambyses, followed by the Persian Empire of Darius the Great. It was thus, more precisely, the Scytho-Mede-Persian Empire. Virtually the same developments took place on the territory of the early Chinese-speaking peoples in the region east of the great northern bend of the Yellow River, especially the Classical state of Chao (Zhào), and the first
Chinese Empire founded by prince Cheng (Zhèng) of Chao and Ch’in (Qín), better known as Ch’in shih huang ti (Qín Shíhuángdì) ‘the First Emperor’.

Because the Scythians were the first historically known people to directly connect all of the major regions that produced Classical civilizations in Eurasia, some of the topics covered in this book have been discussed in locally focused historical studies, including monographs, collections of source material, and individual articles, altogether providing analyses of problems and extensive bibliographies. The scholarship on quite a few such topics is vast, even when the subject is limited to a lesser known disciplinary field. In such cases this writer’s goal has been at most to nudge the scholarly ship a little, to move it in the right direction. However, other equally important historical topics, especially those relating to what the Scythians themselves accomplished, remain largely unstudied and unknown. They have turned out to be the most important and interesting of all, and constitute the main subject matter of this book.

The often wonderful historical, artistic, and philosophical material that has survived, in many languages, tells us much about the Scythians, who achieved truly stunning things and set in motion the dawning of the Classical Age of world civilization.
INDEX

Note: Unspecified common nouns refer to Scythian or Creole Scythian cultures.

Achaemenes, Haxāmaniš ‘the Duke’, 120
Achaemenid Empire, see the Empire
Agamatāna, *Ayāmātānā ancient city Ecbatana, now Hamadān in Media, 63, 66, 222, 224–228; capture by Cyrus the Great, 226; etymology, 187, 336n157, 338–340n168; Handan in Chao, 180, 186–187, 336n156; Hsien-yang in Ch’īn, 186–187; foreign name Khumdān, 229–230; its gold and silver, 72; its plan according to Herodotus, 224–225
Age of Philosophy in Eurasia, 251
Ahura Mazdā ‘Lord God’, see God, Heavenly; Mazdā
akinakes, (a)kinaka, Scythian short sword, 11, 190–191, 292–293, 300n9, 330n135
Alans, Alanic, 53, 79; etymology of Alan, 335–336n154
Amāša Spontas, Late Zoroastrian divinities, 91, 264
Amyitis, Mede princess, 69n76, 100
Anacharsis the Scythian, 236–238, 340–341n173
Anāhītā, Daiva, 91, 106; great temple of in Ecbatana, 91; at Ascalon, 45
Anatolia, 70
Ancient Near East, 7, 22
Anshan (Anzan), 84; see also Elam
antilogies, 243–244, 251–253
Aphaeresis (deletion of an initial sound), in (a)kinakes, 170nA; in the foreign form of the name Hsien-yang, 230
Aphrodite, 59
apocope (deletion of a final sound), of short *ā, in Late Old Chinese and Sogdian, 188, 191
Arachosia, 60
Araxes, river, 58n10
Areia (Haraiva), 60
Aria, West Scythian form of Ḥarya, q.v.
Ariane, region where Imperial Scythian spoken in Strabo’s day, 65, 303n27
Ariapeithes, *Arya-pitā or Aryā-pitā ‘Aria-father’ or ‘father of Arias’, 115, 115n1; father of Scyles, 42–43, 42nn28&30, 304–305n34, 331n138
Ariya, Old Persian form of Ḥarya, q.v.
Arizantoi, Aria Clan of the Medes, 65, 124
Armenia, see Urartia
army, constitution of, 77n108; see also battle order
Arrapḥa (now Kirkuk), 68
arrowheads, 7–9, 79n117, 298–299n8
Arsames, grandfather of Darius I, 120
Artaxerxes II, 90–91, 93, 277
Ārya, Indic form of Ḥarya, 134
Ascalon, Ashkelon, 59, 240n23
Asia, as part of Eurasia, xix–xx
Aššur, Assyrian city, 68
Assyria, Assyrians, Assyrian Empire, 21, 57–58, 60–61; Mede destruction of, 68–69
asterisk, non-linguistic, 329n127
Astyages, Scytho-Mede king, 13, 100; campaigns in Babylonia, 69; name, 69n75, 300n10, 311n66
*Aśvin, Wu-sun, 128
Atossa, daughter of Cyrus the Great and wife of Darius the Great, 105, 119
Avesta, early texts of Zoroastrianism, 91, 269, 275; date of, 276, 276nn18–19
Avestan, Scythian language, 153–154; difference between Old and Young Avestan, 348n188; as a Median dialect, 274; religiolects of, 165, 270–272; see also Imperial Scythian
Axial Age theory, 254–261
āyadanā ‘places of worship’, 90, 90nn32–33, 98
Babylon, Babylonians, 68, 265
Bactria, Kushan Empire, 20–21, 129; ruler’s royal lineage epithet, 125, 129–130
Bactrian language and script, 48, 130
Bagātānā, 128; see also Mo-tun
barbarian, pejorative term for Central Eurasian peoples, 1–2, 37, 346n184; Greek word for ‘foreigner’, 78, 238n15, 266
Bardiya (Smerdis), brother of Cambyses, 70, 99
barsom, 142, 277–278
Bartatua ~ Partatua, see Protothyes
battle order, new, 54–57, 78–79; Central Eurasian origin, 302n19, 302–303n22; see also Mo-tun
Behistun (Bisotun, Bagastāna) Inscription of Darius 1 (DB), 111–113
Borysthenes, Dnieper river and god of, 39, 96
bow, short Cimmerian, 7–9; longbow, 9, 9n10, 29fig10
Brahmanists, 265
Buddha ‘the Scythian Sage’ and thought, 242–244; epithet Śākyamuni 342n175; non-Indian features, 244n36
burial mounds, Scythian, 9n8, earliest dated to 9th century BC, 302n21
Cambyses, King of Anshan, son of Cyrus the Great, 70, 85, 99; death of, 70–71
candys, 284, 286–289, 330–331n137
Cassandane, sister of Otanes and wife of Cyrus the Great, 100; as mother of Atossa, 119
cats, as Scythian pets, 50
Central Asia, defined, xx
Central Eurasia, defined, xix
Central Eurasian Culture Complex, 131, 218, 264, 264n109
Ch’an-yü, *dānava, title of East Scythian (Hsiung-nu) emperor, 197–200
Chang Ch’ien, 21
Chao, ancient Chinese frontier state, 75, 180–186, 206–208; early history, 212–213; Scythian (Hu) ancestry in royal line, 210–212
Chao Cheng, see Ch’in shih huang ti
Ch’in, ancient Chinese frontier state, 75
China, Chinese names of, 303n24, 337n165; see also Haryana
Chinese, modern, transcription systems, xxiii–xxv
Chinggis Khan (Temu’jin), 62, 125, 198
Ch’in shih huang ti ‘First Emperor’ 128, 180; family, 221; Lang-yeh Inscription, 206–207; native of Chao, 215; unifying innovations, 220–221
chosen people, 93, 127n35
Cimmerians, Scythian people, xi, 54–57, 59, 81, 272, 299n6; kings, 55
Citadel of Media, 66, 225–226; see also Agamatana of Media
cities, walled, 50–51
clans, Mede, 20, 65, 76, 83, 98 222
Classical Age, 253–267
Classical Scythian language, 167–176
clothing, footwear, and weaponry, 23–29, 256, 283–295; "Proto-Iranian" origin theory, 303n23; unlike Assyrians', 288–289
Coluxai(s), textual error for Scoluxai(s), 40, 40nn20–22, 305n36
color, preserved in artifacts, 348n190
comitatus, 36, 125
Confucius, 131, teachings' non-philosophical nature, 245
continuity of empire, 66, 86, 139; see also coups
coups d'état, showing continuity of the Empire, 72, 81, 86–87, 111
cows, 272, 92n41
creoles, 32, 65–68, 75–77, 274–278
creolization, of Media by Scythians, 58–60, 63–64, 66; Europeanization, 347n186; as means of major cultural transmission, 74–75; repeated occurrence in Central Eurasia, 163n54; time required one generation, 164
Cyaxares (Huvaχštra), Scytho-Mede king, 13, 19, 58, 82, 96–98; Empire under, 83; legitimacy of, 82–83, 85
Cyrus II "the Great", King of Anshan, 19–20, 267; conquests, 89, 300–301n11; death, 99; Elamite background, 84; foundation myth, 62, 84, 103; legitimacy, 84, 87; lineage, 70; posthumous Persianization of by Darius I, 330n133; religious policy, 70, 85, 102–103, 240, 265
Cyrus Cylinder, 110–112
Daēva, see Daiva
Daiva, Daivas 'false God(s)', 18–19, 87–94, 273, 276–277
daiva, two senses in Sogdian, 329n122
Darius I “the Great” 71, 112; legitimacy, 87; lineage and relatives, 71, 117–122; monotheistic teachings of, 89–94
Dascylium, 142
data, rejection of, 94, 260
Dàxiā, Dà Xià, see Tà Hsia
Deioces, 'Dahyu-ka 'the Duke', legendary first Mede king, 82, 124n18, 222–223
'Devidence, see T'tou-man
dialect vs. language, 144–152
directionality of cultural change, 40, 213–214, 255, 255n87, 261, 301n21, 331n169
dynasties, lack of in the Empire, 81–82
East Scythian, Hsiung-nu, 22, 129n46, 180, 182–204; Chinese transcriptions, 333–334n147; name and dialects, 204–205; reconstruction, 337n163; royal lineage epithet, 125, 129
Ecbatana, see Agamatānā
Echidna, chthonic deity, mother of Scythes, 106n89
Egypt, Egyptians, conquest by Cambyses, 70–71, 123; killed Josiah, 265
Elam, Elamites, 12, 19, 60, 84, 99, 117
elephants, 75n104, 255, 267
embarrassment, principle of, 116–117
Empire, the, 81, 94; Scythian-speaking founders of, 155; see also Achaemenid Empire
Enarees, 49n57
epenthetic ('helping') vowel, 178, 300n10
epic literature, 52–53
Eurasia, defined, xix
Evenki, xix
falsehood, drauga, 93–94
farnah 'royal glory; fortune', 155
feudalism, socio-political structure, 35, 45–48, 90, 301n12; 305n38; in Herodotus, 13; as introduced by Ch’in shih huang ti, 337n166; misunderstanding of as slavery,
feudalism (continued)

67n62, 264, 264n109, 305–306n39
320–321n101; modern continuation,
301n13; origin, 14–17; in Xenophon, 14
footies, trousers covering legs and feet, of
leather, 24, 213, 287, 289, 295
Fravas, Late Zoroastrian divinities,
61, 91
freedom, 15, 46–47; see also slavery
friendship, friends, 47–48, 116n3, 126
Gathas, 91–94, 269–272, 281
Gaumāta, usurper, 70–71, 85–86, 93–94
gaukaka, kaunakes, thick jacket, 286–287,
288n15
Gautama, see Buddha; Laotzu
generation (28 years) of Scythian rule over
Media, 58–63, 66–67
God, unique Heavenly, 18, 18n31, 35, 281;
Proto-Indo-European word, 304n31;
see also Mazda
god names, 44–45, 95–96
gods, non-universal ‘other gods’, 19, 89–90, 92
gold, 36–37, 39–40, 66, 72n91, 73;
symbolic value, 47
gorytos, combination bow-case and quiver,
9n6, 10, 77, 289, 292
Goths, 46n44, 255
Gresham’s Law, 260
Gutium, old name for region and peoples of
Media, 69n70, 308n50

Hamadan, see Agamatâna
Han (*Hârâ), ancient Korean languages, 185
Han-tan (Handan), see Agamatâna
huoma (soma), 142, 277–278
*Hârâ, Chinese Hu (Hû), dialect variant of
Harya, 126, 129, 184–186; Chinese term
for all East Scythians, 180, 217; usual
Chinese term for Sogdians, 185; as
loanword in East Asian languages,
129–130; see also Harya and Tung Hu
Harpagus, 103–104, 308n55
Hârân, great temple of Ehulhul in, 69,
69n74, 265
Harya ~ Ariya ~ Aria ‘eternal royal line’,
epithet, of royal clan, 17, 19, 20–21, 36,
48–49, 62–63, 71, 81, 93; adopted as first
name of China, Chinese, 136–137,
215–218, 302n18; of Buddha’s disciples,
323n107; Chinese and Tibetan
transcriptions of Togon ~ T’u-yü-hun
form of word, 323n108, 323–324nn109–
110; etymology, 304n29; later meaning
‘Iranian’, 302n16, 330n128, 330n136; of
many nations’ rulers’, 125; of rulers’
language, 19–20, 36, 36n6, 48; as ruling
people’s epithet and later national name,
115; summary of national borrowings,
138
Haxamaniš, see Achaemenes
Hebrews, 39, 59, 102, 102n79, 108, 265
Heracles, 41, 106n89, 95, 116
Herodotus, textual prob
lems, 115n2,
192n95, 204n14, 299n5, 305n36,
308n54, 329n125, 331n138, 331n140
Historic Sinological Reconstruction
(HSR), 298n2–299n3, 334–335n151
history, close-up bureaucratic level vs.
broad-perspective level and other levels,
346n185
horses, horse, 6, 9, 9n10, 17, 23–24, 49, 50,
54–55, 61, 64n44, 150, 156, 158, 167,
169, 175, 190, 210, 213, 272, 284, 287
Hsia (Hsiâ), modern Chinese pronunciation
of *Harya, 21; dialect form Hu (Hû)
*Hârâ, 125–126, 130, 335n153; earliest
name for China, Chinese, 80, 127; Old
Chinese transcriptions, 335n153;
speakers’ locations, 180–181, 184–186;
variant forms and glosses, 138; variant
transcription Hu (Hua) *Hâryâ, 80,
127; see also Harya
Hsia (Hsiâ), Modern reading of Old Chinese
*Harya, q.v.; Hsiung-nu origin in the
Shih chi, 209; mythical Chinese dynasty, 209, 215–217
Hsiung-nu, *Sunjlâ, see East Scythian
Hu, see *Şārā
Hua, modern Chinese pronunciation of Ḥarya (Hārya), q.v.
Huns, 1, 46n44, 94n50, 129n46, 255, 299n4; scholarly controversy on identification, 334n148
Hunting, grande battue, 9–10
Huvaštra, see Cyaxares
Hystaspes, Greek form of Vištāspa, q.v.

Imperial Aramaic, literary language of the Empire, 109, 153, 163, 171nT, 178; misidentification of late Aramaic texts as Old or Middle Iranian, 328n118; Old Iranian loanwords in, 328n119
Imperial Scythian, spoken language of the Empire, 17, 66, 140–144; Young Avestan texts in, 86n20
Indologization of Old Iranian by scholars, 173n16, 327–328n117
Iran, name, 303n24; see also Ḥarya
Iranian, defined, xiii, xxiii
Iranic, defined, xiii, xxiii; 303n27

Japan rule, the, 347n186
Japanese-Koguryoic, 202, 202nn132–134, 204, 321n102
Jaspers, 257–261, 346n185
Jeremiah, 18n31–19, 39, 39n18, 59, 265
Jerusalem, Temple, 102, 265, 265n72
Josiah, King of Judah, 59, 98, 240, 265
Judea, Judeans, in Persian Empire, 88, 265
Jungaria, 180

Kanishka the Great, Kushan king, 21, 129–130, 183, 212
Kara, foreign name of Korea and China, 129–130; see also Ḥarya
Khumdān, medieval foreign reading of the name Hsien-yang, 229–230

kidaris, see bashlyq
king, Old Persian ฃşayaθiya, 201–202, 279; problematic etymology, 332–333n143
King Arthur tales, and Alans, 53
king of kings, 18, 18n31; earliest attestation, 301n14
Kirkuk, see Arrapha
Koguryo language, 185; see also Japanese-Koguryoic
Koreans, 125
kurgan, see burial mounds
Kushan Empire, see Bactria

language, vs. dialect, 144, 144n15, 145–152, 325–326n114, 326n115
Lang-yeh (Lángyá) Inscription, 206
Laotzu, Lao-tan, 244–249; controversy over origins of text, 342–346n181; Early Buddhist character of earliest teachings, 248–249; folk-etymological name variant Li Er, 342:176; highly idiosyncratic teachings, 247; secondary nature of political chapters, 248–249; transcription of *Gautama, 245–247
laryngeal onset, attested phone *H, 131–136
laryngeal theory, in Indo-European linguistics, 322–323n106
law, of God and the king, 93, 241, 265–266
legitimacy, 99–101
Libya, conquest by Cambyses, 70
lineage, royal, see Ḥarya
linguistic area (Sprachbund), Northeast Asian, 184, 186, 191, 202n134, 217, 334, 337n163
longswords, 300n9
loyalty, of vassals, feudal regions, religions, 89, 114, 244, 318n96, 319

Madai, Māḏay, Māda, variants of `Media`, 58
Madyes, son of Protothyes, 58, 63n40, 116
Magi, Mede clan, 86, 91, 97–98, 109, 132, 142, 275
Magus, epithet of Gaumāta, 65n48, 122, 86–88

Mandane, Mede princess, 69n76, 84n8, 117n8, 118, 121

Marduk, Babylonian god, temple of, 92n40, 110, 110n103

Massagetae, Central Asian Scytho-Sarmatian people ruled by a queen, 57n10, 70, 78, 89, 99, 305n34, 313n77

Mazdā Steppe Scythian ‘God’ 142; Ahura Mazdā ‘Lord God’, the Creator, 7, 18, 39, 89–94, 142, 324n112; categorical uniqueness of, 89–90, 281

Mazdaism, Old, pre-Zoroastrian polytheistic faith, 91, 96–98, 109, 275; resurgence of, 242, 277; “reformed” Mazdaism, see Old Zoroastrianism

Mede Empire, arguments against, 66, 267, 299n7, 327

Medea, Colchian woman, 63n40, 124

Medes, see Scytho-Medes

Medes, chiefdoms, 57; clans, see clans, Mede; names, 17, 19, 58

Media, geographical home of the Medes, xx; great satrapy, 123n16; Herodotus’ story, 58n20; Scythian entrance into, 57, 95

Median, Scytho-Mede creole language of Medes, 32, 57, 141n3, 168, 275, 280; misunderstanding of, 303–304n28

Medians, pre-Scythian peoples of the region of Media, xx, 57, 60, 303n22; 308n50, 313; clothing of, 288; disunity of before Scythian creolization, xx, 66, 66n51

Merchants, commerce, trade, 33, 36–37, 232

metathesis, salient feature of West Scythian, 157

Mithra, Daiva, 45, 90–91, 104, 106, 174, 307–308n48; rehabilitated by Artaxerxes II, 93, 104n82, 241n25, 273, 277, 315n80, 324–325n113

Mitradates, adoptive father of Cyrus the Great, 103–104, 106

Modernism, belief calling for destruction of traditional arts, science, and rationalism, 297n1, 346n184, 347n186

Mongols, 95n50, 125n23, 199, 203n135, 255, 255n87, 302n17

Monotheism, Egyptian, 301n15; see also God Moses, 106n87

Mo-tun (Môdûn) East Scythian king, 22; old reconstruction as *bagatur, 336n160, 336–337n161; popular misreading of name, 302n20, 336n159; see also *Bagâtwânâ; cf. battle order

Nabonidus, Babylonian king, 110

Nabonidus Chronicle, anachronistic data in, 100

Nabonidus Cylinder, 110

Nabopolassar, king of Babylon, 68, 68n68

Naqš-I Rustam Inscription of Darius 1 (Na), 112

national foundation myth, Central Eurasian, Scythian, 39–43, 104–105; Cyrus the Great variant, 103–105; Mede: Cyaxares, 61, Deioces, 61n38; as a template for political action, 83; water crossing motif, 62

nations or political groups, early Scythian, 331n139

Nebenlieferung ‘secondary transmission’ of Old Iranian in foreign transcription, 167n3

neuroscience, 160

Nineveh, 68; destruction of, 99; great palace of, 69

non-palatalization in Northeast Asian languages, 322n103

Ocean, universe-river, imperial title in Scythian, Hunnish, Old Turkic, Mongolic, 197–200

Oğuz-Nameh, 199–200
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Olbia, 304n32
Old Chinese reconstruction, codas, 335n152, 340n170
Old Iranian languages and dialects, 152
Old Persian, language of the Persian rulers of the Empire, 160–163; Scytho-Mede loanwords in, 141; unintelligible to Scythians, 156–157, 159, 164
Old Tibetan, see Tibetan, Old
omission, great: failure to even name the Scythians, 326–327n116
onset cluster constraint, 178
Ordos, 128, 182
Ossetians, see Alans
Otanes, 123

paitah-, Old Iranian for ‘ornament, decoration’, 304–305n34, 331n138
Papaeus, 37, 95
paradise, garden for rulers’ golden tents, 73–74; as destination for loyal warriors after death, 126
Paralata, *Paradata, name of Royal Scythian clan, 105
Pārsa (Fārs), Persis, 60, 99
Parthia, 60; and Hyrcania, subsatrapy of Media, 85
Pasargadae, 73
pasturage, 54
peace of Darius the Great, 114
Persian Empire, 94; see also Achaemenid Empire
petasos, 294–295, 294nn25–26
Pharnaspes, father of Cassandane, 100
philosophy, modern sense vs. ancient sense, 235n2, 237; Greek indebtedness to the East, 341n174
Phraortes, Fravarti, Mede ruler, 58, 61, 223
pitā, Scythian ‘father’, 305n34, 329n125, 331n138
poetry, 52, 52nn66–67, 53
polytheism, 92, 240–241, Greek, 263–264
Pontic Steppe Scythians, 67n57

Priyadarśi, Indian Emperor, 266
Protothyès = Partata/Barata, *Pārāṅṭuṭāva, Scythian king, 57, 57n15
Ragā, Rhages, Ray, city of Media, 58
rebels, worshippers of the Daivas, 71, 86
riding dress, unisex, 283–285
Rig Vedic language, see Sanskrit
Romulus, 62, 305n35
Royal Scythians (Scythians who called themselves ‘Royal ones’), 19, 63; dialect of, 166
sagāris, Scythian battle-axe, 9n6, 11, 78, 89n110, 292
Sakā Haumavargā, Amyrgian Scythians, 142n12, 277–278
Sakas, later Scythians of Central Asia and India, 303n26
Sakasene, 67n58, 68, 310n62
Sandākṣatru, *Sandāṛṣaṭṛa, Cimmerian king, 55, 55n4
Sanskrit, very late attestation of language, 322n105
Saray, early Sogdian name of Loyang, 187n72, 224
satrap, satrapy, χσαθρα-, duchy, 16, 83;
Herodotus’ description, 35–36, 46–47; etymology and dialect variants, 172, 332n142
Scolaxai(s), *Skulaχšaya ‘King Skula’, first Scythian, 105, 115
Scolopitus ‘Scythian father’, 42n30, 43
Scyles, Scythes, see Scolaxai
Scythian, Saka, etc. variant ethnonyms, 56, 56n6, 153, 171nT
Scythian, language, 30–33, 36, 140; Avestan texts in, 86n20; dialects of, 176–179;
East Scythian dialect, see East Scythian; unintelligible to Old Persian speakers, 156–157, 159; words for weapons etymologically obscure, 157; see also Imperial Scythian
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Scythian royal line, 19–21; see also Royal Scythians
Scythian steppe realm, subdivisions, 17
Scythian Triad, 8–9, 55
Scytho-Medes, Scythian creole people, xx, 109; clans, 19; 21–23; cultural features, 168; language, 63–64
Semiramis, Assyrian queen, 23–24, 24n63, 28, 76, 284, 289
Serbi-Mongolic languages and peoples, 125, 134, 134n66, 186nn65–66, 202n134, 204n143, 255, 304n30, 323n109
short sword, Scythian, see akinakes
Silk Road, xx, 33, 33–328, 297–298n1; see also Central Asia
Skudrians, 294, 294n25
slavery, misunderstanding of feudalism, 35–36, 46, 46n45, 67, 67n62, 305–306n39; 320–321n101; see also feudlism
So (Su), variant Chinese transcription of name Saka, folk-etymologies of, 304n30
socio-political structure, see feudalism
Spakaya (Iss-pa-ka-a-a), name of earliest attested Scythian king, 56, 116, 167, 170, 171nU, 282, 300n10
Sprachbund, see linguistic area
steppe zone, xix, 1, 3, 6, 22, 54, 56n5, 94, 139 239; cities of, 37; climate change, 310n60; Eastern Steppe, 206–211, 216–217; frontier regions of, 33–34, 44; Hun period, 299n4; innovations of, 76–79, 124, 172, 254, 255n87, 264, 318–319n96; North Caucasus Steppe, 67, 95; thought in, 264, 272–273; Western (Pontic) Steppe, 45, 67, 182
structural change of culture, major, 261–263
Sturgeon’s Law, 345
Sůhu (Suhi), 310–311n62; temples and gods of, 68
Susa, 73, 311n64, 315n80
Syllable Contact Law, 305n37; see also *Tagri, Targi, *Tagi <Thagi>, *Tαγιρι ‘Heaven’, Scythian name of Heavenly God, 106, 191–192
Ta Hsia ‘great Harya’, the Scythian Empire, 79, 128; Chinese name for the part of the Scythian Empire in the state of Chao, 131; history of the term, 208–209
Tarbiṣu, 68
Tarchetius, king of Alba Longa, 305n35; see also Tarqitaos
Tarqitaos, progenitor of Scythians, 39–44, 96, 105, 115, 192–196
Teispio, common ancestor of Cyrus and Darius, 99, 107, 111; as son of Achæmenes, 115–117
Temüjin, see Chinggis Khan
Tengri 44, 193, 304n33; Scythian dialect variants, 304n33
tent, royal golden, 72–74, 73n92; of Uighurs, Tibetans, and Mongols, 74n101
Teuşpa, *tav-aspà, Cimmerian king, 55, 55n4
textual criticism, 2–3; rarity of text philologists today, 342n180
Tiara, see bashlyq
Tibetan, Old, 125n24, 129, 132n58, 133–138
Tocharoi, see Tokharians
Togon, Thogon, T’u-yü-hun, 19–20, royal lineage epithet, 125n24, 134–136, 186, 186nn65–66, 204n143, 323n108
Tokharian ~ Tocharian, name of a non-Iranic branch of Indo-European, 322n104
Tokharians ~ Tocharians, *Tu[w]arā *kay(ā), 128, 303n26; as name of Bactria and the Kushan Empire, 128–129; as name of early Scythian empire in the east, 129; reconstruction of name, 321–322n102; etymology, 322n104; royal lineage epithet, 125; variant transcriptions of name, 130
Tomitics, queen of Massagetae, 70, 289, mother of *Spargapaisa, 305n34, 313n77, 331n138
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T’ou-man (Tóumán), *Devāmanā, legendary founder of the *Suŋla (Hsiung-nu) Empire, 43n32, 128, 181, 187–189

trade, see merchants

transcriptions of foreign words, in Antiquity, 348n189

Trilaksana ‘three characteristics’, 243–244, 248n62

truth, aśa/arta, 93–94

Tukharistan, medieval name of Bactria, 130; see also Tokharians
tumuli, see burial mounds

Tung Hu (Dōnhú) ‘Eastern Hu’ (*Ḥārā), 184–185

Türks, 19, 95n50; royal lineage epithet, 125, 189

unicorns, 255, 267

Urartians, Urartu, Urartian, 21, 60, 271, 293, 302n19, 302n22, 308n53, 312–313n74, 318n93

vāzārka ‘the One Great’, 18, 18n31, 92, 161, 173–174, 279

Vištāspa, 49, 85, 107, 111, 118, 122, 122n14, 123n16, 142, 239, 269, 273

voices, conflicting, in the text of Herodotus, 63–66, 95n54, 299n5

wagons, homes on, 50–51

war, nomads’ reason for resorting to, 50

water-crossing motif, lack of, 62, 83

Western Steppe, see Pontic Steppe

Wu-sun ~ *Aśvin, 62, 128, 130, 181nD

Xerxes I, 8n6, 15n24, 18–19, 119, 241–242, 251, 277, 281, 301n14

Xiā, see Hsia

χvør̩n̩a h, Avestan word conflated with farnah in Persian, 155–156

Yellow River, great northern bend of, 4, 54, 131, 180, 183, 199, 204, 342n179; see also Ordos

Ying Cheng (Yín Zhēng), see Chao Cheng

Yüeh-chih (Yuēzhī), “Tuχwar ākay(ā), 128–130, 133, 183–185, 201–202, 303n26, 321–322n102; see also Tokharians

Zoroaster, Zarathushtra, date, 97–98, 239, 271–273, 275–276, 280; daughter, 269; historical person, 86n20, 97–98, 106, 142, 238, 240, 242, 324n112; homeland, 141–142, 269; name, 239–249, 239n20, 270–271, 347–348n187; Scythian language 138; see also Gāthās

Zoroastrianism, Early, 238–239; defined xx–xxi; in Early Brahmanism, 265; vs. Late Zoroastrianism, 324–325n113; non-dual nature of Early Zoroastrianism, 92–93; in the Old Persian inscriptions, 86n20, 88–94, 239; Scythian reflexes of Zoroastrianism, 142, 142nn11–12, 235, 241–242, 277–278
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